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Benefits to Your Business
Philosophy
Industry leading layout designs that use available space effectively to deliver the most efficient baggage
handling solution. Installation phasing plans designed to minimise passenger disruptions and keep
airport operations working efficiently.

Complete Systems
From single check-in desks and self bag drop solutions, to a fully automated Baggage Handling System,
Robson have highly skilled design, manufacturing and installation engineers to deliver effective Airport
Baggage Handling Solutions to meet the needs of airports of any size or configuration

System Modifications
Seamless integration and system upgrades are a reality with Robson Modular Airport Baggage Handling
Systems. Bespoke designs that maximise re‐use of existing conveyors and are adapted to local constraints
and level fluctuations offer ‘best value’ solutions to all our clients.

Service and Maintenance
Consistent long-term stability of performance is vital within an Airport environment and therefore
Robson’s reliable products are enhanced by our own knowledgeable specialist service and maintenance
teams.
Whether client needs are a bespoke service contract to pro-actively ensure on-site continuity and increase
equipment longevity, or one-off maintenance work, Robson will work with you to ensure that downtime
and delays are kept to a minimum. Additionally, Robson can provide spares or upgrade components on
both their own and third-party equipment, along with refurbishment packages.

Your End to End Solution Provider
Feasibility:
Capability to provide you with a full range of services to develop scheme concepts from new build or modifications to existing
systems. Covering mechanical, electrical, structural, third party equipment and services.

Design:
Real time 3D simulation conveyor configurations to demonstrate your proposed system in full operation. By using the Robson
modular conveyor equipment and control functions in the designs, with facilities to adjust passenger/baggage loading and X‐ray
decision profiling, Robson can provide accurate results to ensure right first-time designs are engineered.

Manufacture:
UK manufacturing facility allow a quick response to tight deadlines in a flexible and efficient manner. Additionally, quick turnaround
on refurbishment and modification work is a reality.

Install:
Our own teams ensure it is business as usual throughout upgrade work, guaranteeing minimum down time and disruption, coupled
with working closely with the Airport teams and X‐ray providers for a seamless build.

Maintenance:
Hand‐in‐hand ongoing support, which includes spares, services and maintenance packages.
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Self-Bagdrop Solutions
Self‐bagdrop systems will increase passenger throughput
and reduce queue times during check‐in. Robson have a
partnership with BB Computerteknikk (BBC) of Norway and
offer a very quick two‐step, self-bagdrop solution, with more
than 150 operational self-service units.
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With over 110 years industry experience,
Robson is a fourth generation family owned
UK material and baggage handling provider.
Developing innovative solutions to address
customer handling requirements across
industries worldwide.

Robson Site Services, specialist service and
maintenance teams with vast mechanical
handling knowledge are on hand to support
you. Delivering the long-term stability of
your systems, which is vital for continued
performance.

Operating from its UK headquarters, Robson
has a comprehensive portfolio of high
quality products, with clear design and
engineering capabilities that have been
proven by decades of industry experience.
Robson is leading the way in the airport
industry – standard in manufacture, bespoke
in application.

Whether it is a tailored service contract
that is required to pro-actively ensure onsite continuity and increase equipment
longevity, or if maintenance work is required,
the Robson Site Services team will work with
you to ensure that downtime and delays are
minimal.
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